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S4 Healthcare

Owing to the compatible and efficient applications and purposes 

of our products for medical and industrial use we at S4 Healthcare 

maintain at the core of its functions to provide safe products with 

innovation, comfort and quality. We have developed a trusted 

image in the market under the leadership of our highly 

experienced and skilled team. We follow a customer centric 

approach, keeping in mind their functionality and purpose within 

their industries. They are manufactured with utmost care under 

stringent conditions, adhering to ISO 9000:2015, ISO 13485:2016, 

WHO GMP, BIS, FDA and CE certification bodies ensuring the total 

quality of our products and production process. With a great client 

network of Hospitals, Corporates Customers & Dealership 

networks the company is poised to introduce many more 

products in the healthcare segment.

We at S4 Healthcare Pvt. Ltd. are manufacturers of disposable 

healthcare products based in Mumbai, India with a state of the 

art manufacturing facility in Vasai (E), Maharashtra. We have 

been leading manufacturers, exporters and suppliers since 

2006 for an exclusive collection of Disposable Healthcare 

Products. While we specialise in Non-Woven products a range 

of what we offer include Surgical Face Masks, Caps, Shoe 

covers, Gloves, Face Shields, Goggles, Protective Apparel, 

Drapes, Disposable Protective Kits, Aprons, Bed Linens and 

Pillow Covers, Adult Diapers, Under Pads and more. 
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	 	                PROTECTIVE MASK


   2 PLY FACE MASK | 3 PLY FACE MASK | 4 PLY FACE MASK	      


     	 	 RESPIRATORS | VISORS | GOGGLES 


We have created a range of protective wear with modern technology and precision comfort for easy wear. Our range 
of protective wear for head, face and shoes are all ultrasonically weld and come in Non-Woven and PE variants. 

	 	 	 PROTECTIVE CAPS


BOUFFANT CAP | SURGICAL CAP | SURGICAL HOOD 


	    PLEATED CAP | HOOD WITH VISOR 

     	     PROTECTIVE HAND & FOOTWEAR


	      SHOE COVER | SHOE LEGGINGS  	 


	 	 	   SLEEVES
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PROTECTIVE GEAR 
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ISOLATION GOWN	 |	 PROTO GOWN	   |	 OPERATION GOWN	 |	 REINFORCED GOWN	 	 | 	 WOMENS GOWN

	 	 PPE COVERALL	 	 |	 LAB COATS		 |	 SCRUB SUIT	 |	 APRON	 |	 PANT		 |	 JACKET

PROTECTIVE APPARELS
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DRAPES & SPECIALTY DRAPES

SMALL DRAPES


MEDIUM DRAPES


LARGE DRAPES


UTILITY DRAPES


FENESTRATED DRAPES


ANGIOGRAPHY DRAPES


CRANIOTOMY DRAPE


LITHOTOMY DRAPE


‘C’ SECTION DRAPE


TURP DRAPE


PCNL DRAPE


EYE DRAPE


DIATHERMY BAG

SPLIT DRAPE


ORTHO ‘U’ DRAPE


ARTHROSCOPY DRAPE


EXTREMETY DRAPE


LAPROSCOPY 


DRAPELAPROTOMY DRAPE
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BED LINEN
BED SHEET 	 |	 PILLOW COVER 		 |	 STRETCHER COVER

SPECIALTY TABLE COVER
MAYO STAND COVER		 |	 INSTRUMENT TABLE COVER

INCONTINENCE PRODUCTS / UROLOGY
UNDERPAD	   |	  ADULT DIAPER	 	 |	 FOLEY CATHETER	 	 |	 URINE BAG

MATERNITY PRODUCTS
MATERNITY DRAPE SHEET	  |	 UNDER BUTTOCKS DRAPE WITH FLUID COLLECTION BAG	 	 |	 CAESARIAN DRAPE 
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KITS & PACKS

HIV SINGLE GOWN KIT	 	 |	 HIV THREE GOWN KIT	 	 |	 DELIVERY KIT	 |	 MAJOR SURGERY KIT	  |	 MINOR SURGERY KIT

CATH LAB KIT	 |	 BASIC PACK	 |	 UNIVERSAL DRAPE PACK	 |	 ORTHO DRAPE PACK	  |	 CABG PACK

We have categorically designed medical kits for various purposes. These kits are 
customisable to your requirements and come with various pre-set options to cater to 
your requirements and compliment your suitability and preferences. 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS & CERTIFICATIONS

S4 Healthcare Pvt Ltd is proudly certified by the standards and platforms mentioned below. We appreciate their support and 
recognition in aiding our mission to provide qualities and innovation to make products that are safe for healthcare and safe for you. 









Keep checking in on your family and friends. Check in on people you know are alone. 
Loneliness can cause severe deterioration of health. Remember mental health is just as 
important as physical health. 

Work from home. Conference calls can help in maintain your work flow. Avoid meeting 
in clusters. Dont let your work cost you your life. It’s a great way to keep busy and to 
check in on your peers at the same time. 

Remember to maintain 6 Feet (2 Meters) of distance at grocery stores and chemists. Be patient. 

It may be tempting to get in touch or contact with family and friends keep in mind 
that their safety is just as important as your own. Maintain Social Distancing. It is 
perhaps single handedly the only way we can stop this virus from spreading. Use 
social mediums to communicate.



Thankyou to our doctors working on the front line  
risking their lives to save our lives. 

   Thank you to our heroes. 

Thankyou to generations of nurses and doctors who have come out of 
retirement, those who are currently working and the medical students 
who have volunteered to protect and care for those in need. 

Thankyou to those who are carrying out tests for the general 
public. 

Thankyou to those who are carrying out intensive search and 
developing vaccines

Old age homes are experiencing more deaths due to loneliness and inactivity 
than corona virus. Thank you to the doctors and nurses at old age homes 
who are doing everything they can to prevent this from happening. 

Thank you to those who are mindfully disinfecting and keeping places of 
contact sanitised, disinfected and clean. 



It is important to include all the people working tirelessly around the clock for the well being of our 
world in our prayers and in giving thanks. They too are risking their lives every second of every 
minute of everyday to ensure you still have yours. With due respect please comply with and co-
operate in helping yourself and the people around stay safe. 

Airline Workers : Pilots, Air-hostesses, 
In-flight & Off-flight staff are ensuring 
that requirements for various 
essential commodities are reaching 
counties in need globally. 

          
Hospitality Workers : Chefs, Waiters, 
Delivery agents, Hotel staff are 
working beyond their entailed duties 
to ensure people within their cities 
are fed and and are receiving any 
essentials they need.   

Construction Workers : Builders, 
Architects, Infrastructure technicians 
and engineers are strategising and 
putting up temporary hospitals and 
isolation wards, testing booths to 
ensure treatment and 
accommodation is available for as 
many infected people as possible. 

Navy Personnel : Navy officials are 
risking and supporting us all by 
coming in direct contact with 
infected patients by sheltering 
them in ships that have 
temporarily been converted into 
isolation and hospital wards.  

Shopkeepers : Chemists and 
Grocery Stores are ensuring 
people receive the essential items 
they need while taking care of 
anyone in need around them. ˇhey 
too are risking their lives everyday 
while catering to crowds of people 
tirelessly.  

Journalists : News Channels, 
Writers, Newspapers are making 
sure they keep you informed 24/7 
and are helping the general public 
differentiate between and 
eliminate any fake news. 

Government Officials : Legal 
Authorities, Judiciaries, 
Government panels, Ministers, 
Presidents, Various Parties are 
imposing and taking precautionary 
measures with immense research 
and strategy for the safety of their 
nations and global health every 
day.  

Armed Forces : All Air Force, Army 
and Police Officials are putting 
their life on the line to keep laws in 
place and protecting the 
population from those who violate 
or do not understand the 
significance of social distancing. 
They are working around the clock 
to contain the movement of 

Healthcare Workers : Doctors, 
Laboratory staff, Research units, 
Nurses, Pharmacists, Hospitality 
staff in hospitals, Security, 
Volunteers, Medical students, 
Hospital Procurement units are 
all directly in line of risk. They 
are working on the front line 
around the clock to ensure the 
safety and recovery of infected 
and affected patients while 
checking and analysing the 
remaining general public. Those 
who are working on 
vaccinations and those who are 
studying the virus for more 
information for better 
preventive measures and the 
immense amount of supporting 
and assisting staff. 

Healthcare Providers : Manufacturing units, 
Pharmaceutical companies, their Labour and 
Administration workers, Delivery agents who are putting 
their lives on the line to travel back and forth to their 
factories in order to produce protective equipment such 
as disposable medical products (Masks, Gowns, Gloves 
etc) and Medicines to fulfil government and global 
requirements are operating 24/7 and ensuring you get 
quality products and in immense quantities.   

Entertainers : Musicians, Artists, Bloggers, General Public 
are ensuring that lockdowns are filled with healthy 
activities and entertaining sources to keep you busy and 
mentally healthy. So do not forget to thank your friends, 
your peers, entertainers and yourselves.


